EXTERIOR

Epic Laser Dentistry™
Epic Laser Dentistry™ is one of the most advanced
dental treatments today. Epic uses unique
technology that combines focused light and
thermal energy for a highly precise, exceptionally
gentle dental experience.
NO ONE WANTS SURGERY
But when surgery is required, conventional
treatments, utilizing a scalpel and stitches can
cause a great degree of discomfort.
Epic laser treatments provide patients with greater
comfort, less bleeding, faster healing and better
clinical results 1 than conventional treatments.

You deserve better dentistry.

Visit biolase.com

ORAL
SURGERY

“I had no idea it
was this easy.”
John, New York
Epic Patient
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A More Gentle Dental Experience.
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INTERIOR

Benefits of Epic Laser Dentistry

What treatments can the Epic Laser do?

Epic Laser Dentistry allows your dentist to perform a
wide range of procedures with benefits including:

FIX “TONGUE TIE” OR PREVENT GUM RECESSION
Tissue connections that restrict the movement of your
tongue affecting your speech , a child’s ability to feed
or cause gum recession can be “released” with the Epic
laser1. Patients who choose Epic will also experience
less bleeding and a reduced need for anesthetic or
sutures in many cases1.


Faster healing time and less trauma to gums.

Less anesthetic for most procedures.

Less post-operative discomfort.

Making dental care a more relaxing experience
for you.

IMPROVE “GUMMY” SMILE
With Epic, it is possible to improve the appearance
of your smile by shaping the gums, known as laser soft
tissue gingval contouring2. The laser safely removes
excess gum tissue that may give you a “gummy” smile, or
makes your front teeth appear irregular in size or shape.

REMOVE GROWTHS
The Epic laser system may be used to remove
small “tags” called papillomas and growths called
fibromas, that result from cheek or tongue
traumatic bite.
Conventional Treatment
(Scalpel & Sutures)

Epic Laser Treatment1
(Light & Energy)

Local anesthetic
with needle and
shot is required
to prevent
pain. Bleeding
is common.

Many procedures
only require
topical anesthetic.
Bleeding is reduced
or lessened.

After the
Procedure

Post-operative
stitches and
prescription pain
medication are usually
are required.

Reduces postoperative pain
and the need for
prescription
pain medication.
In most cases, no
stitches are required.

Recovery

Recovery time may
take 6-8 weeks,
as prolonged
healing time and
discomfort are
often experienced.

Recovery time
is shortened.
Minimal or reduced
discomfort
is experienced.

During the
Procedure
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If you would like to enjoy the benefits of Epic Laser Dentistry, let’s talk.
We invite you to make an appointment with our office to learn how Epic Laser Dentistry can give you
the smile of your dreams while providing a more gentle experience.
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